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  <abbr class="unapi-id" title="tag:localhost,2013:biblio-
record_entry/211"></abbr>
  <div><div>
    <h1>
      Semantic web : ontology and knowledge base enabled tools,
      services, and applications / Amit Sheth, editor.</h1>
      <div>
        <span>
          <a href="/eg/opac/results?query=%20Sheth%20%A">
            <span>Sheth, A. (Amit), 1959-</span>
          </a> (Editor).
        </span>
      </div>





  <abbr class="unapi-id" title="tag:localhost,2013:biblio-
record_entry/211"></abbr>
  <div><div>
    <h1 itemprop="name">
      Semantic web : ontology and knowledge base enabled tools,
      services, and applications / Amit Sheth, editor.</h1>
    <div>
      <span>
        <a href="/eg/opac/results?query=%20Sheth%20A"
           itemtype="http://schema.org/Person"  
           itemprop="contributor">
          <span itemprop="name">Sheth, A. (Amit),</span>
          <span itemprop="birthdate">1959</span>
        - </a> (Editor).







































































































  <abbr class="unapi-id" title="tag:localhost,2013:biblio-
record_entry/211" />
  <div><div>
    <h1 property="name">
      Semantic web : ontology and knowledge base enabled tools,
      services, and applications / Amit Sheth, editor.</h1>
    <div>
      <span>
        <a href="/eg/opac/results?query=%20Sheth%20A"
           typeof="http://schema.org/Person"
           property="contributor">
          <span property="name">Sheth, A. (Amit),</span>
          <span property="birthdate">1959</span>
        - </a> (Editor).




























Evergreen International Conference 2013
Dan Scott, http://coffeecode.net  April 12, 2013
To avoid taking a microdata vs. RDFa Lite stance, I'm 
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With some difficulty, we can turn MARC into a 
reasonable HTML representation that we can make 











unAPI – offers links from HTML rendering to alternative 
 formats (MARCXML, MODS, RIS, ...), but was only 
used by Evergreen, Zotero, refbase, and Bebop
ContextObjects in Spans, commonly abbreviated 
COinS, surface OpenURL ContextObjects in a SPAN 
tag – widely used, primarily for citations
RDFa: proposed in 2004, like Microformats on 
steroids, allows for implementation of RDF in 




























Like Arthur C Clarke's “billions and billions” quote, 
semantic web activity seemed to focus on 
celebrating quantities of RDF triples but most people 
generating web pages didn't see any value; RDFa 
was struggling to gain traction
Counterpoint: Manu Sporny argued that RDFa was 
emerging in mid-2009: 
http://blog.whatwg.org/microdata1#comment-40780)
Once schema.org launched, it gained adopters and the 
vocabulary continued to evolve.
In 2012, the schema.org process opened up to allow 





With some difficulty, we can turn MARC into a 
reasonable HTML representation that we can make 





  <abbr class="unapi-id" title="tag:localhost,2013:biblio-
record_entry/211"></abbr>
  <div><div>
    <h1>
      Semantic web : ontology and knowledge base enabled tools,
      services, and applications / Amit Sheth, editor.</h1>
      <div>
        <span>
          <a href="/eg/opac/results?query=%20Sheth%20%A">
            <span>Sheth, A. (Amit), 1959-</span>
          </a> (Editor).
        </span>
      </div>
    </div>
  </div>
</div>
An HTML page from today's TPAC, stripped of id and 
class attributes, and also stripped of the existing 






  <abbr class="unapi-id" title="tag:localhost,2013:biblio-
record_entry/211"></abbr>
  <div><div>
    <h1 itemprop="name">
      Semantic web : ontology and knowledge base enabled tools,
      services, and applications / Amit Sheth, editor.</h1>
    <div>
      <span>
        <a href="/eg/opac/results?query=%20Sheth%20A"
           itemtype="http://schema.org/Person"  
           itemprop="contributor">
          <span itemprop="name">Sheth, A. (Amit),</span>
          <span itemprop="birthdate">1959</span>
        - </a> (Editor).
      </span>
</div></div></div></div>
Schema.org microdata annotates the existing HTML 
with additional attributes that assert that a given 
HTML element is an object, or a property of a 
containing object..
In some cases, adding more granular HTML elements 
rewards us with the ability to provide more specific 
properties (in this case, separating out the author's 





Given these assertions, a search engine crawling the 
page can be highly confident that the page is 
primarily about this particular book, as well as a 
















Currently Google Books search results include an 
option to look for resources at libraries via 
WorldCat... but many libraries have not exposed their 
holdings in WorldCat.
Note that “preferences” are mostly hypothetical; 
beyond Google Scholar, there doesn't seem to be 
much search engine interest in this. Yet.
Well... a few years ago, some Googlers were 
interested in crawling Evergreen's catalogue. But the 
JSPAC was unfriendly for that purpose, and the 
basic catalogue was... not good. Note to self: strike 
up that conversation again.




Demonstrates the use of the BackBeat GreaseMonkey 
script to uncover an Album object in a catalogue 
page, then launch a search against the Rdio / Spotify 
APIs to find the corresponding album in their 
catalogue.
You could do this for any given Web page, of course, 
using classic screen scraping, but the use of a 




Et voila – reasonable results. If the user has an Rdio 
subscription, they can immediately start listening and 
never have to visit your library!
That's Ranganathan's “save the time of the reader” 
principle right there.
Beyond all of the problems inherent in user-side 
JavaScript (breaking some sites, introduction of 
potential memory / CPU issues, breakage when the 
browser upgrades, etc), it's pretty much impossible 
to convince most people to install an extension like 
this.















Schema.org defines more than just a few objects and 
properties (the latter defined at the fairly abstract 
CreativeWork level) that are of likely interest to 
libraries.
As of the 1.0a revision, there are 577 different objects 













Doesn't that make you want to just run out and 















But Evergreen's current authorities support does not 
lend itself to validating against or linking to external 
sources of authorities. Very interested in what the 
authorities working group comes up with in the list of 
desired enhancements!
Also fits well with Tara Robertson's comments in the 
Envisioning Evergreen session about teaching the 
ILS to link outwards instead of inwards.
By reaching outwards, we can help search engines 
















My participation has (sadly) been very limited since 
January 2013 due to work commitments. My main 
interest is in implementation best practices, as that is 
what I believe the library community would benefit 
the most from.
To that end, I've been using Evergreen as a base for 
modelling implementations of schema.org in 
microdata and RDFa Lite, while OCLC has been 









Extensions to schema.org have tended to assimilate 
existing vocabularies:
Having one place to find the complete ontology that the 
search engines have blessed is arguably useful.
But this is a bit contrary to the vision of the semantic 
web that Tim Berners-Lee put forth in 2001 in which 
different vocabularies would co-exist and evolve 
independently.
“””Like the Internet, the Semantic Web will be as
decentralized as possible. Such Web-like systems
generate a lot of excitement at every level, from
major corporation to individual user, and provide





I published a site map in late September of all of the 
public Laurentian University URLs in our Evergreen 
system.
Google began to crawl it, and (somewhat surprisingly) 
the number of structured data objects discovered 
was far below the number of pages crawled.
After approximately 475,000 URLs, Google gave up on 
crawling any more of our catalogue. The # of 
structured data objects continued to climb slowly.
In January 2013, the number of objects dropped 
precipitously. Largely the fault of the MusicRecording 
vs. Album misclassification, methinks.
Search results would show Laurentian catalogue hits in 
the top ten for some of the schema.org-recognized 
content, but it is unclear whether this is due to the 
rarity of the catalogued items, the site map, or the 












To a certain subset of Slashdot users, it is extremely 
satisfying to cry out “first”, and Evergreen was the 
first catalogue or discovery layer that I am aware of 
to release with support for schema.org microdata out 
of the box. 2.2.0 release in May 2012.
Of interest: OCLC made the same MusicRecording vs. 
MusicAlbum mistake in their implementation of 
schema.org in WorldCat, which launched in June 
2012.
OCLC treats the entire string “Scott, Dan, 1972-” as a 
name, whereas Evergreen's working branch breaks 















Linking to Freebase, which covers everything and 
gives everything an addressable ID (or will generate 
one, given reasonable metadata) is tempting
Controlled headings in Evergreen currently link to 
internal IDs for authority records. One might be able 
to look up the internal authority and resolve that to an 
external authority, but that seems sub-optimal for 
performance of a given page. We can probably do 
better (perhaps use the controlled heading $0 as a 
primary key in authority.record_entry?)
Type mapping probably needs to be handled at a layer 
above TT2; ideally would be a common effort with 
other projects.














   At this point, you may be asking yourself why the two 
languages are so similar. There is almost 8 years of 
history here, but to summarize: RDFa was created 
around the 2004 time frame, Microdata came much 
later and used RDFa as a design template. 
Microdata chose a subset of the original RDFa 
design to support, but did so in an incompatible way. 
RDFa Lite then highlighted the subset of the 
functionality that Microdata did, but in a way that is 
backwards compatible with RDFa. RDFa Lite did this 







  <abbr class="unapi-id" title="tag:localhost,2013:biblio-
record_entry/211" />
  <div><div>
    <h1 property="name">
      Semantic web : ontology and knowledge base enabled tools,
      services, and applications / Amit Sheth, editor.</h1>
    <div>
      <span>
        <a href="/eg/opac/results?query=%20Sheth%20A"
           typeof="http://schema.org/Person"
           property="contributor">
          <span property="name">Sheth, A. (Amit),</span>
          <span property="birthdate">1959</span>
        - </a> (Editor).
      </span>
</div></div></div></div>
Trivial to implement an RDFa Lite variation if you 
already have microdata in place.
Can use all of schema.org vocabulary; easy to mix in 
others (FOAF and DC have built-in prefixes, for 
example).




















Note: now that I've steeped myself in structured data, it 
feels ridiculous to put together a traditional 
presentation and focus primarily on presentation. Ah 
well... Next time, HTML5 to the rescue.
